Abstract

21
Optimal growth temperature is a fundamental characteristic of all living organisms. Knowledge 22 of this temperature is central to the study the organism, the thermal stability and temperature 23 dependent activity of its genes, and the bioprospecting of its genome for thermally adapted 24 proteins. While high throughput sequencing methods have dramatically increased the availability 25 of genomic information, the growth temperatures of the source organisms are often unknown.
26
This limits the study and technological application of these species and their genomes. Here, we 27 present a novel method for the prediction of growth temperatures of prokaryotes using only 28 genomic sequences. By applying the reverse ecology principle that an organism's genome 29 includes identifiable adaptations to its native environment, we can predict a species' optimal 30 growth temperature with an accuracy of 4.69 °C root-mean-square error and a correlation 31 coefficient of 0.908. The accuracy can be further improved for specific taxonomic clades or by 32 excluding psychrophiles. This method provides a valuable tool for the rapid calculation of 33 organism growth temperature when only the genome sequence is known.
35
Author Summary
36
The optimal growth temperature is a fundamental characteristic of all living organisms. It is the 37 temperature at which the organism grows at the greatest rate, and is a consequence of 38 adaptations of that organism to its native environment. These adaptations are contained within 39 the genome of the organism, and therefore species from varying environments have distinct 40 genomic characteristics. Here we use those genomic characteristics to predict a species' 41 optimal growth temperature. This provides a novel tool for describing a key parameter of the
Introduction
Growth conditions of an organism are essential to its characterization. However, these values 48 may be unknown in organisms which are difficult to culture, "unculturable", or otherwise poorly 49 characterized. Reverse ecology posits that the evolutionary effects of an organism's native 50 environment is reflected by adaptations in its genome [1] . Therefore, an organism's native 51 environment can be identified by comparing its genome to the genomes of other organisms from 52 a range of environments. Notably, this is done without experimental manipulation or 53 interrogation of the organism beyond genome sequencing. Such reverse ecology strategies 54 have been successful in studying adaptation to soil conditions [2] , salinity [3] , and temperature
55
[4].
57
Of these environmental pressures, temperature, being a description of the internal energy of the 58 environment, is a particularly strong driving force for adaptation. Prokaryotes are often viable 59 over a range of temperatures, which varies by species. For a particular organism, increasing 60 temperature beyond it's growth range, corresponding to increased internal energy, can lead to 61 loss of protein and nucleic acid structure. Conversely, a sub-optimal temperature leads to 62 reduced enzyme kinetics and stiffening lipid membranes. Each of these biological 63 consequences may be deleterious to un-adapted organisms. Therefore, it is perhaps not 64 surprising that an organism's optimal growth temperature (OGT) correlates to quantifiable alone. Here, we aim to predict a prokaryotic species' OGT only from its genomic sequence. We 87 set out to develop a novel tool for the ecological characterization of a species based solely on its 88 genome, the study of thermoadaptation, and bioprospecting for thermoadapted genes.
90
Results
91
Prokaryote genome redundancy is highly skewed
92
Of the initial 8270 prokaryotic species with a reported OGT, genome sequences were available 93 for 2708 species. These sequenced species were composed of 2538 Bacteria and 170 (Fig 1, Table S1 ). However, these correlations to OGT were often weak 111 and therefore insufficient for the calculation of a species' growth temperature. Furthermore,
112
there was a strong association among many features (Fig S2) . We therefore decided to consider 
126
The genomic sequence provides information about the nucleotide content, nucleotide order, and 
135
In the present dataset, individual nucleotide and dinucleotide fractions of the genome, the J2 136 index, the G+C content, and total size were calculated for each genome. Of these features, the 137 J2 index, genome size, and the CT and AG dinucleotide fractions correlated with OGT, but only 138 weakly. Using these poorly correlated and collinear input features for regression, the resulting 139 multiple linear regression is poor at predicting OGT with a root mean squared error (RMSE) of 140 9.86 °C (r = 0.469) (Fig S3) . 
153
Using these identified tRNA and rRNA sequences, nucleotide fractions and G+C content were 154 calculated for each. All calculated features for tRNA and rRNA sequences were correlated with
155
OGT. Calculating a new linear regression with the OGT using tRNA features, in addition to 156 genomic features, improved accuracy (RMSE = 7.30 °C, r = 0.757) (Fig 2A) . Similarly, a 157 regression calculated with rRNA and genomic features also improved accuracy (RMSE = 6.99 158 °C, r = 0.784) (Fig 2B) . By using all available tRNA, rRNA, and genomic features, a still more 159 accurate linear regression was calculated (RMSE = 6.71 °C, r = 0.802) (Fig 2C) . 
173
We hypothesized that using coding regions alone would increase sensitivity to changes in OGT. 
223
Taxonomic clade specific regressions are the most accurate
224
The regressions described up to this point were all made using all prokaryotic species.
225
However, we had noted that the number of individual features correlated with OGT was much 226 higher in Archaea than Bacteria (Table S1 ). In addition, we hypothesized that the magnitude of 227 the response of each feature to OGT may be distinct in each superkingdom.
229
Based on these distinctions, we tested whether superkingdom specific regressions would be 230 more accurate than the regression of all prokaryotes (Fig. 5) . Using the NCBI taxonomic 
241
The dotted line indicates a perfect prediction.
243
Addressing this diversity in bacteria, the taxonomic specific regression can be further improved 
275
To satisfy the need for growth condition data when only genomic sequences are available, here 276 we demonstrate a novel reverse ecology tool to accurately predict the OGT using solely the 277 genomic sequence as input. Our method can predict the OGT for sequenced Archaea and 
286
This assignment is routinely addressed in silico, using specialized bioinformatic tools which can 287 easily assign taxonomic clade to genomic material [44,45].
289
As a simple proof-of-concept, the prokaryotic genomes were also classified by superkingdom 290 using the best scoring 16S rRNA hidden Markov model in Barrnap (Fig S6) . These regressions 291 were of similar accuracy to those using NCBI superkingdom assignments.
293
Excluding genome size does not alter the regression accuracy
294
While prokaryote genome size is strongly correlated with OGT, it is unique among all features 295 used here in requiring a complete genome for calculation. Therefore, this feature might not be is unsurprising, as few psychrophilic sequences are present in the dataset (Fig. S1) , and the 305 mechanisms of thermoadaptation to higher and lower temperatures are not equivalent [46] .
306
Excluding those species with an OGT of less than 25 °C yields a slightly better general 307 prokaryotic regression (RMSE = 4.42 °C, r = 0.916) (Fig. S6) . The archaeal regression was (Fig S9) .
345
Materials and Methods
346
Source data and sequence extraction 
357
Twenty percent of the species with available genomes were set aside as a test set and never 
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